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ABSTRACT

The first step of any optimization process consists in
choosing the Decision Variables (DV) and its relationships
that model the problem, system or object to optimize. Many
problems cannot be represented by a unique, exhaustive model
which would ensure a global best result: in those cases, the
model (DV and relationships) choice matters on the quality of
the results.

In this paper, we tackle this problem by proposing al-
gorithms handling multiple models simultaneously and al-
tering the very nature of the population. These algorithms
are designed in the context of Genetic Algorithms (GA)
which represents a model by a unique genome. Modifying the
model and using various models simultaneously leads to the
coexistence of individiuals with chromosomes being instances
of different genomes resulting in multi-genomic populations.
We therefore introduce Multi-Genomic Algorithms (MGA) to
handle such populations,allowing them to reproduce, mutate,
and evolve. As a proof of concept, we use two implementations
of MGA which are applied to a simple 2D shape optimization.

The results of these first experimentations show immediate
benefits of MGA (including computational speed-ups and
identification of the model(s) best fitted to the problem) and
raise some challenges to tackle in the future.

Keywords—Evolutionary Algorithms, Genetic Algorithms,
Computational Speed Improvement, Model Refinement, Model
Reduction

I. INTRODUCTION

When applying optimization algorithms to any problem, it is
necessary to choose a model described by Decision Variables
(DV) to optimize.

Sometimes it is not staightforward to know which model
should be chosen. It is the case, in particular, when the problem
can be approached by different approximations. In such cases,
a model out of many possible (more or less refined) is chosen.
The goal of the optimization algorithm is then to identify the
DV values that maximize and/or minimize a set of objective
functions depending on those DV.

In this paper, we focus on the application of Genetic
Algorithms (GA) [1] – a subset of Evolutionary Algorithms
(EA) [2], which mimic the process of natural selection in a

population. Each individual represents a solution as a chro-
mosome, i.e. a collection of genes, each of which is storing a
single DV value.

The genome of the population can be defined as the number
of genes composing the chromosome (i.e. number of DV) and
the possible alleles (i.e. possible DV values) each gene can
assume. In regular GA, all individuals share the same genome,
meaning in a biological analogy that all the individuals belong
to the same species. This definition of species differ from
some niching [3] and multi-population approaches [4] used in
multimodal functions optimization. These approaches consider
individuals with close DV values to share the same species.
In this paper however, we define a species as a group of
individuals sharing the same genome.

From an initial random population, the individuals repro-
duce, mutate and are selected (i.e. survival of the fittest),
thus emulating natural selection. Obviously, the result of the
optimization depends on the model (i.e. genome) chosen. In
particular, by choosing initially a model as broad as possible,
thus featuring a large number of DV, it is likely that some
instances of the model would particularly fit the problem.
In the GA context, this would mean that the size of the
genome representing the characteristics of the species is large.
However, this would result in the increase of the number
of individual assessments needed [5] [6] thus leading to
an increased computation time. As a consequence, using a
detailed model (i.e. with many DV) from the beginning of the
algorithm is unlikely in practice.

In this paper, we propose algorithms altering the model
during the course of the optimization and using multiple
models simultaneously. In the context of GA, this requires
the structure and the size of the chromosomes representing
the solutions to be changed during the run of the algorithm,
thus leading the population to be multi-genomic. We will
subsequently call algorithms handling such populations Multi-
Genomic Algorithms (MGA). This translates in the biological
analogy in the coexistence of multiple species in the same
environment.

MGA are inspired by natural evolutive phenomena, such
as Gene Insertion, Gene Deletion, Hybridation and Speciation
which they emulate through specific operators: Gene Insertion,
Gene Deletion and Hybrid Crossover.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section



2 presents a review of the litterature with an emphasis on the
concepts that inspired the presented approach. Then, Section
3 introduces the operators needed for the MGA to work and
presents basic implementations of MGA. Section 4 introduces
the case study processed as a proof of concept: a simple 2D
shape multiobjective optimization problem; a multiobjective
problem was chosen since it helps exhibiting some interesting
properties of MGA. In Section 5, MGA extensions of NSGA-
II are compared to their GA counterpart, emphasizing the
first benefits of the approach, along with some challenges to
tackle. We finally discuss and illustrate the possible fields of
application of MGA, draw perspectives and future ways of
improvement in Section 6.

II. RELATED WORKS

This section presents a review of the works that inspired the
presented approach.

In 1989 Goldberg et al. [7] introduced messy Genetic Algo-
rithms that represent a gene by a pair of an Gene Index and the
Allele Value. A chromosome composed by those genes might
be overspecified or underspecified: it is the former when a gene
is specified twice (or more) and the latter when a gene index
has no corresponding value. This class of algorithm as then
been used in multiple occasions [8][9] with a large spectrum of
applications. However, all the solutions are assessed as if they
were instances of the same genome: a fixed number of genes
will be used, each of which corresponding to a set number of
alleles.

Island Injection [10][11] is an approach handling different
models of the object to optimize. Each model is characterized
by a resolution (i.e. detail level) and is evolved independently
from the others in an island, the different resolutions being
set a priori. The fittest individuals of an island can migrate
to another island hence allowing to reach better convergence.
It is worth noting that each island follows its own evolution
cycle, thus allowing parallel computation.

More recently, Han [12] used a dynamic modeling in the
shape parameterization of a wing shape. By adding constraints
points to its Free-Form Deformation model dynamically on
basis of global convergence, the shape reaches performances
impossible for simpler models.

Finally it is interesting to mention all the prior works done
in the Multi-Population Genetic Algorithms (MPGA) fields [3]
and the Niching strategies [4], as they introduced the principle
of different species. This definition of species is based on the
likelihood of two individuals: they are considered to belong to
different species if they share similar features. In the remainder
of the paper, we use a stricter definition: two individuals
belong to the same species if and only if they share the
same genome (i.e their chromosomes are instances of the same
genome). The definition of species we hereby propose follows
the same idea of species proposed by Harvey [13] which sets
the evolution of the length of the chromosome as the evolution
of a species. Other study fields, such as Evolving Neural
Networks [14] showed the benefits of such species evolutions.
Neuroevolution of Augmenting Topologies (NEAT), which

revolves around the random addition of neurons to an Evolving
Artificial Neuron Network throughout the EA was able to solve
problems insoluble for other Evolving Neuron Networks.

We will be basing the core of MGA on those prior works:
in particular, the main operators used in MGA will build upon
the ones proposed in messy GA; also some of the refinement
strategies proposed by Han [12] will be extended.

III. MULTI-GENOMIC ALGORITHMS

A. Concept

MGA are an attempt to overcome the difficulties induced
by the initial choice of a model of the problem. The solutions
performances can be limited by too coarse a model (i.e. not
enough DV) whereas convergence within reasonable compu-
tation time is likely to be prevented by too detailed a model.

Algorithm 1: MGA Flowchart
Data: Models, num_gen, num_ind
Result: Pareto Front Estimation (MOO) or Optimal

Solution (MCO)
1 P = initial_Multi-Genomic_population;
2 for i<=num_generations do
3 P.assess_functions();
4 New_P = [];
5 while len(New_P)<num_ind do
6 parents = Selection(P);
7 children = Hybrid_Crossover(parents);
8 New_P.append(children);

9 P.append(new_P);
10 P.mutate();
11 P.gene_insertion();
12 P.gene_deletion();

13 Return P;

MGA, just like regular GA, use a population of individuals,
mimicking the process of natural selection. However, in MGA,
the chromosomes of the individuals are potentially instances
of different genomes, each genome representing a model.

A crucial point in MGA is that at each generation, the
chromosome of an individual can be modified in both size
and structure as a result of various operators: in this event it
becomes an instance of another genome. In other words an
individual of a species can be transformed into an individual
of another species, mimicking Speciation.

Algorithm 1 presents the general flowchart of MGA which
can be applied to both Mono-Criterion (MCO) and Multi-
Objective Optimization (MOO).

As detailed in Algorithm 1, the general flowchart of MGA
is similar to GA’s. In addition to classical GA operators
(Mutation and Crossover), it uses:

• an Hybrid Crossover, able to perform reproduction be-
tween individuals from different species;

• a Gene Insertion Operator;
• a Gene Deletion Operator.



At each generation, the mutation, gene insertion and gene
deletion stages are performed based on various strategies. One
possible strategy is to randomly choose whether or not the
genome is modified. For instance, the genome expansion can
be performed if and only if a random number k ∈ [0; 1] <
pGeneInsertion. If pGeneInsertion is set to 0, no genome
expansion is performed in the entire run of the algorithm.
By setting both pGeneInsertion and pGeneDeletion to 0, using
a classical mono-genomic initial population and the classical
crossover operator, the flowchart in Algorithm 1 is the one of
a classical GA. As a consequence, GA is a particular case of
MGA. It also means that any existing GA can be extended to
MGA by implementing the newly introduced operators.

B. Operators

The general pattern for the specific operators needed by
MGA are presented here.

Algorithm 2: Hybrid Crossover
Data: Parents
Result: Children

1 if len(Parents[0].genome)==len(Parents[1].genome) then
2 Children = StandardCrossover(Parents);
3 Return Children

4 else
5 Children = MG-Crossover(Parents) (See

Algorithm 3);
6 Return Children

Hybrid Crossover: The Hybrid Crossover (described
in Algorithm 2) launches either a Standard Crossover in
the event where the chromosomes of the parents are in-
stances of the same genome, or the MG-Crossover (Multi-
Genomic Crossover) otherwise. An implementation of an
SBX MG-Crossover is detailed in Algorithm 3 and re-
lies on two strategies to be implemented that can be
problem-dependent: setting the genome size of the children
(genome_size_choice(Child)) and choosing the genes to cross
between the parents (gene_choice(P)).

Gene Insertion: The Gene Insertion operator described
in Algorithm 4 adds a gene into an individual’s chromosome,
thus transforming the individual into the one of another species
in the population (potentially a new species if no individual
of that species existed before). The insertion strategy can be
problem-dependent.

Gene Deletion: The Gene Deletion operator described in
Algorithm 5 removes a gene in an individual’s chromosome.
The deletion strategy can be problem-dependent.

Just as in any other GA, those operators can be implemented
in different ways, resulting in different implementations of
MGA.

C. Examples of implementation

We present here two implementations of MGA in the
context of Multi-Objective Problems (MOP). We chose to

Algorithm 3: SBX MG-Crossover implementation
Data: Parents
Result: Children

1 n = max(len(Parents[0].genes), len(Parents[1].genes));
2 m = min(len(Parents[0].genes), len(Parents[1].genes));
3 if Parents[0].genes == n then
4 P1 = Parents[0];
5 P2 = Parents[1];

6 else
7 P2 = Parents[0];
8 P1 = Parents[1];

9 for each Child in Children do
10 Child = Copy(P2);
11 for each geneC in Child.genes do
12 geneP = gene_choice(P1);
13 crossover(geneC,geneP);

14 g = genome_size_choice(Child);
15 for (i=len(Child.genes), i<g, i++) do
16 Child.insert_gene(unused_gene(P1));

17 Return Children

Algorithm 4: Gene Insertion
Data: Individual
Result: Modified individual

1 if Insertion_Strategy(Individual) then
2 Insert Genes(Individual);

illustrate MGA based on such kind of problems, because we
believe they help exhibiting some of MGA more interesting
properties, as it will be shown in the next sections. The two
implementations are based on the general flowchart presented
in Algorithm 1, on the operators described in Section III-B,
and on various strategies.

The first one is called Iterative Genome Expansion-MGA
(IGE-MGA): it only uses the genome expansion operator,
which is launched based on an indicator of convergence.

The second one is called Naïve-MGA (N-MGA); it uses the
different operators in a naïve way.

Both of the MGA we implement in the forecoming exper-
iments extend NSGA-II [15], however, the strategies that are
there presented can be used to extend any other GA.

Iterative Genome Expansion-MGA (IGE-MGA): The ap-
proach implemented in IGE-MGA consists in the consec-
utive refinements of an initial coarse model as it reaches
its best convergence, likely showing the limits induced by
the model. This strategy builds upon prior works in Free-
Form-Deformation [12], initially used to solve monocriterion
optimization problems.

In the multiobjective context, the proposed genome expan-
sion operator is launched based on an HyperVolume Estimator
(HVE): as a model ceases to present further performance



Algorithm 5: Gene Deletion
Data: Individual
Result: Modified individual

1 if Deletion_Strategy(Individual) then
2 Remove Genes(Individual)

improvement, the genome expansion operator inserts new
genes uniformely in the chromosomes of the individuals. The
insertion of those genes is done so as not to modify the prior
individual, i.e. in a way where the instance of the new model
matches perfectly the instance of the old model. The value
of the inserted genes in the new genome are thus computed
according to do so. The launch of the genome expansion
operator is based on an avering window (w) and a threshold
(t): as the average HVE slope on w generations becomes
inferior to t, new genes are inserted in every individuals of the
population, corresponding to the Insertion Strategy mentioned
in Algorithm 4.

Algorithm 6: IGE-MGA Gene Insertion
Data: P, w, t
Result:

1 HVE = compute HyperVolume(P)
2 Append HVE to HVE_list
3 Average HVE = sum(HVE_list[:-w])/w
4 Append Average HVE to Average HVE List
5 if Average HVE < t * max(Average HVE List[:-w]) then
6 Empty HVE List
7 Empty Average HVE List
8 Insert Genes(P)

9 Return

This implementation does not use a genome reduction
operator; it does not need a MG-Crossover either, as different
models never exist in the same population. So IGE-MGA
can be seen as iterative NSGA-II runs, the successive initial
populations being composed of individuals of a more complex
species, but matching the population of the simpler species
obtained at the precedent iteration.

Naïve-MGA (N-MGA): N-MGA uses the operators pre-
sented in Section III-B, which work mostly on a random basis.
The Hybrid Crossover takes two individuals with different
genomes and create two children with a number of genes
G randomly selected in between the number of genes of the
parents. All of the genes of the less detailed parent are crossed
with their closest counterparts of the more detailed parent.
Then, randomly picked unused genes from the more detailed
parent are randomly inserted into the child until it has G genes.
The specific strategies of NSGA-II (crowding distance, Pareto
ranking) are performed on the whole population containing all
the individuals whatever their species; this is straightforward
since those strategies only rely on the performances of the
individuals (that are assessed against the same objectives), not

on the values of the Decision Variables (whose number differ
depending on the species).

A problem-dependent implementation of the Naïve Opera-
tors is developed in the case study (cf. Section IV). The Naïve
Gene Insertion described in Algorithm 7 randomly inserts
genes in an individual genome.

Algorithm 7: Naïve Gene Insertion
Data: Individual, Refinement_Rate
Result: Modified Individual

1 if random() < Insertion_Rate then
2 Insert Genes(Individual);

3 Return

The Naïve Gene Deletion described in Algorithm 8 removes
the genes that do not contribute to the individual’s perfor-
mances improvement, based on a problem-dependent strategy.

An suitable strategy for the case study is described in
Section IV.

Algorithm 8: Naïve Gene Deletion
Data: Individual, Deletion_Rate
Result: Modified Individual

1 for each gene in Individual.genes do
2 u = Uselessness(gene);
3 if u < Deletion_Rate then
4 Delete(gene);

5 Return

IV. CASE STUDY PRESENTATION

A. Presentation

The case study is an MOP that can be described as follows:

Maximize f1(X) = Area(X)
Minimize f2(X) = Perimeter(X)
Subject to Ω = [−5; 5]× [−5; 5]

[(2, 2); (3, 3)]T ∈ X
[(0, 0); (3, 2); (4, 4)]T /∈ X

with X representing an uncrossed 2D polygonal shape. The
solution presents two DV per vertex, one for each of its
cartesian coordinates. This MOP is solved using the two MGA
presented in Section III: the IGE-MGA and the N-MGA. Sev-
eral sets of parameters are used so as to identify the algorithm
sensibility to its parameters. Five runs of optimization are then
performed for each set of parameters and for each algorithm.
For better statistical representativity, the results presented in
Section V are obtained by averaging the optimization results
per set and per algorithm. All of the presented algorithms are
implemented in Python using one single CPU core clocking
at 3.07 GHz.



B. NSGA-II application

For comparison purposes, NSGA-II is used in order to solve
the MOP presented beforehand with models determined prior
to the optimization.

TABLE I: NSGA-II parameters

Parameter Value
Tournament selection type Binary tournament

Crossover type SBX Crossover
Crossover rate 0.95
Mutation rate 0.01

Number of individuals 1000
Number of generations 1000

Two sets of optimizations are run using NSGA-II with
models featuring different numbers of DV. The first set of
optimization uses six vertices (12 DV) and the second 12
vertices (24 DV).

C. IGE-MGA

The IGE-MGA implemented is an extension of NSGA-
II presented in Section IV-B to the Multi-Genomic concept.
Three sets of parameters – presented in Table II – are used.

The Gene Insertion inserts one vertex in the middle of each
segment. The model is limited to two Gene Insertions, the
final model will therefore present four times as much DV as
the initial one.

TABLE II: IGE-MGA Parameters

Sets Threshold (t) Averaging window (w) Starting # DV
1 0.1 10 6
2 0.3 10 6
3 0.1 10 8

D. N-MGA

The N-MGA implemented is another extension of NSGA-II
presented in Section IV-B to the Multi-Genomic concept. Four
sets of parameters, presented in Table III, are used.

TABLE III: N-MGA Parameters

Sets Insertion Rate Deletion Rate Starting range # of DV
1 0.1 0.1 (6,12)
2 0.3 0.3 (6,12)
3 0.1 0.1 (10,20)
4 0.3 0.3 (10,20)

The initial population is composed of various species whose
range of DV is indicated in Table III. The number of individ-
uals of each species is similar.

The Gene Insertion operator randomly inserts genes into an
individual throughout the optimization. The maximum number
of DV is not set: gene insertions can happen at any moment.

The Gene Deletion operator detects the uselessness of a
gene as described in Algorithm 8. In order to do so, it looks for
triplets of aligned vertices in the polygon. The Deletion Rate
is the tolerance to the non-alignment of the vertices. If there
are such triplets, the Gene Deletion operator then deletes the

vertex between the other two. Multiple vertices can be deleted
that way.

Finally the Hybrid Crossover works as detailed in Algo-
rithm 2 and Algorithm 3.

V. RESULTS

A. Global analysis

Fig. 2: Comparison of the HVE evolution

For each experiment, the three algorithms, IGE-MGA, N-
MGA and NSGA-II were run with populations of 1000 indi-
viduals and 1000 generations.

Fig. 2 shows the HVE evolution of the three compared
algorithms through time. The presented results are obtained
from the best set of parameters (presented in Section IV) of
each algorithm averaged over five runs.

We chose not to display the Pareto Front approximation:
since their hypervolume are close (Fig. 2), it is difficult to
distinguish them by sheer-eyed comparison. Fig. 2 however
shows that the HVE reached by NSGA-II at the end of the
runs is inferior to the other two algorithms. Yet N-MGA has
a slower speed of convergence at first, probably because the
range of objective values are limited by the models optimized
initially – e.g. triangles cannot bypass constraints points – as
suggested in Fig. 5 and 6. It is worth noting that upon those
runs of optimization, IGE-MGA exhibits the best results: faster
computation time and higher HVE.

On the other hand, NSGA-II (Set 2) is initialized with
a 12 vertices population, thus increasing the probability of
including some constraints points to exclude and to produce
crossed polygons in the early phases of optimization, which
increases the computation time.

As stated earlier, we chose neither to display the Pareto-
Front approximations nor the individuals in the decision space,
as they differ very little. Fig. 2 shows however that NSGA-II
is outperformed, since the HVE it reaches is inferior than the
MGA versions.

B. NSGA-II Analysis

As can be seen in Fig. 1a, HVE is lower with the first set
of parameters of NSGA-II (which uses a six vertices – 12 DV
model) than with the second set (which uses a 12 vertices – 24
DV model). This illustrates how the definition of the model a
priori impacts the final HVE of the algorithm. In this simple



(a) NSGA-II HVE (b) IGE-MGA HVE (c) N-MGA HVE

Fig. 1: HVE evolution

case study, identifying the number of vertices to choose seems
quite easy, however, in other problems, it may be more difficult
and less straightforward.

However, the fast initial HVE evolution of the six-vertices
model demonstrates what was earlier claimed about IGE-
MGA: using a lower number of DV, the computation time
steadily decreases, thus showing the interest of using simpler
models in the early phases of the optimization process.

C. IGE-MGA Analysis

Fig. 3: IGE-MGA: Gene Insertion effect

Gene Insertion: As the HVE stagnates for ten genera-
tions, genes are uniformly inserted in the population. Fig. 3
shows the effect of this operator. As genes are inserted, HVE
starts increasing dramatically again, due to the possibility to
further exploration of the decision space, thus leading to new
possible designs.

Fig. 1b shows the incidence of the tolerance of this operator,
with the comparison between Set 1 and Set 2 that present
similar general behaviour. However, it is worth noting that the
algorithm only allowed for two phases of Gene Insertion, and
that the initial model quickly reached its limits, whether it
features three or four vertices.

Initial model: The choice of the initial model is determi-
nant on the convergence speed of this algorithm, as shown by
the comparison between Set 1 and Set 3. Although the two sets
share all their other parameters, Set 3 is twice as slow to reach
its final HVE. As the algorithm allows two gene insertions, the
final model used in Set 3 presents useless vertices - that do not
contribute to the solutions efficiency. This initial model choice

limits the efficiency of this approach: although the model is
modified through the optimization process, it is mandatory to
limit the number of DV beforehand and to choose an adequate
initial model.

D. N-MGA analysis

Fig. 4: N-MGA: Distribution of the population species over
the Pareto Front approximation (1000th generation)

Fig. 5: N-MGA: Distribution of the population species in the
objective space (50th generation)

Best model identification: In the introduction, we intro-
duced the problem of modeling in an optimization process and
presented MGA as a possibility to identify models best suited
to a given problem.

Fig. 4 shows how, through a naïve implementation of MGA,
best models can be identified a posteriori along the Pareto
Front approximation. We believe this is one of MGA more
interesting properties that are better exhibited in the context
of MOEA, rather than in the one of Mono-Criterion EA.



(a) Set 1 - Run 1 (b) Set 2 - Run 1

(c) Set 3 - Run 1 (d) Set 4 - Run 1

Fig. 6: N-MGA: Distribution of species through the genera-
tions

(a) Set 1: Most refined
model

(b) Set 1: Average model (c) Set 1: Simple model

Fig. 7: N-MGA: Individuals on the Pareto Front approximation

As can be seen on Fig. 4, various species coexist and
are distributed in the objective space upon convergence. It is
possible to identify which species are best fitted to certain
areas of the objective space. For instance, polygons with low
areas and low perimeters can be defined with a low number
of vertices, as shown in Fig. 7c. However, due to the nature
of the constraints, higher areas solutions need to be modeled
with higher number of vertices (see Fig. 7a and Fig. 7b).

The population shown in Fig. 4 corresponds to the end
of the algorithm (1000th generation), but those patterns in
the population distribution can be distinguished earlier in the
process. In particular, Fig. 5 shows the same phenomenon hap-
pening in the early steps of the optimization (50th generation).
Though the process is far from complete, it is already possible
to have an idea of the best species depending on the area
of the objective space. Moreover Fig. 6 shows the evolution
of the population size in the different species throughout the
optimization process. Indeed, we can see average-complexity
individuals (six to 13 vertices) are the most present in the
population, although no limitation has been set to the gene
insertion. Whatever the set, these numbers stabilize to a similar
value upon convergence, which is an intersting emergent
property of N-MGA. It is even more interesting to underline

that about 12 vertices (which is approximately the maximum
number of DV actually used in N-MGA individuals upon
convergence) seems to be as refined as the model needs to be,
as shown by the prior IGE-MGA in Fig. 1b as Set 3 (featuring
more vertices) does not seem to yield better results.

Parameter sensibility: Fig. 1c shows the N-MGA sen-
sibility to its parameters. It is therefore possible to see that
it is quite robust to initial parameterization, as all the sets
present similar computation times except for Set 4. It shows
the slowest computation time is due to the very nature of its
parameters: complex models are privileged as shown in Fig. 6.

Gene deletion seems to give its efficiency to N-MGA
keeping the computation time as low as possible: it identifies
useless genes and deletes them; it even gives N-MGA the
possibility to overcome the limits presented in Section V-C by
not having to limit the number of DV beforehand nor having
to choose the initial models carefully.

VI. RELEVANCE AND CHALLENGES

A. Relevant applications
MGA are likely to be applicable to any real-world problems

where several models are possible. The 2D shape example
introduced before could be extended to any real-world 3D
objects that can be modeled by a set of 3D primitives (e.g.
NURBs, meshes). For instance, a Gene Insertion operator
could be implemented as tessellation of the 3D mesh; a
Gene Deletion could consist in erasing coplanar triangles.
Thus, it would be possible to consider different industrial and
engineering applications. At this point, IGE-MGA has been
applied to a building design problem in which the objective
functions are related to daylighting; maximizing the building
own solar exposition while not shading its surrounding. Fig. 8
shows a result obtained after two tessellations of the model.
The south is at the left of the picture; the concave shape at
the left of the building allows solar light to continuously hit
the building, while the crease and slope on the right prevent
the neighbouring building at the right to be shadowed.

Fig. 8: IGE-MGA applied to building design

In addition to the shape of the objects itself, it would be
possible to optimize other aspects such as its materials; in
those cases, it is likely that the MGA operators should be
applied to similar characteristics of the object (i.e. shape with
shape, material with material). In addition, the applicability of
MGA to other problems (e.g. classical optimization problems
such as combinatorial problems) should be investigated further.



B. Future work and challenges

There is quite a number of questions concerning MGA to
be answered, and various challenges to tackle before such
algorithms can be used with good efficiency and acceptable
confidence.

As stated earlier, the population and amount of generations
needed by GA to reach convergence depends on the size of the
decision vector. In MGA, this dependance rises the additional
problem of the number of individuals of each species in the
multi-genomic population (initial as well as during the course
of the algorithm).

Moreover, the MGA requires specific operators; each one
depends on various parameters. Those parameters needs to be
adjusted for MGA to yield better results, even though naïve
implementations seem on par with standard GA. This leads us
to the problem lying in the scalability of such algorithms as
the proof of concept was a fairly easy problem.

A possibly difficult challenge to tackle concerns the es-
timation of the objectives for various models of an object
or system. It is not straightforward that the evaluation of an
objective for a model can be extended easily to its evaluation
for simpler or more complex models. If models are assessed
through simulation (for instance in the engineering context),
it should not be a problem, except concerning the induced
computing time. Surrogate models could bring an answer and
are certainly worth being investigated.

Additionally, the implementations of the MGA presented in
this paper are only two among many versions. For instance,
N-MGA heavily relies on naïve, random gene insertions and
random hybrid crossovers: with smarter and more problem-
dependant strategies, better results may be achieved. Possible
answers might lie in a clever exploitation of the identification
of the models best fitted to particular zones of the objective
space.

Finally, bringing theoritical proofs of convergence and effi-
ciency is likely to be challenging.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper Multi-Genomic Algorithms (MGA) were intro-
duced as an extension of standard Genetic Algorithms (GA) to
populations composed by individuals with different genomes.
This translates to the biological analogy of different species
evolving in the same environment.

After the description of the flowchart of the algorithm and
of the operators required to evolve such populations, two
naïve implementations of MGA were proposed in the Multi-
Objective context: the IGE-MGA and the N-MGA, which are
both extensions of NSGA-II to the Multi-Genomic concept.

These algorithms were compared on the basis of a proof
of concept 2D shape optimization case study. Both IGE-
MGA and N-MGA presented improved computation times and
Pareto Front approximations dominating the one obtained with
NSGA-II. While IGE-MGA outperforms the other algorithms
in terms of initial convergence speed, a decisive advantage of
N-MGA is that it is not needed to set the complexity of the
model to optimize a priori: its complexity is automatically

adjusted during the course of the algorithm. Moreover, it pro-
duces a multi-genomic population upon convergence, meaning
that models best fitted to different areas of the Pareto Front
are automatically identified.

We believe additional work is worth doing, including ap-
plying MGA to a variety of problems that can be approached
from different approximations and thus models of different
complexities.
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